Pitfalls and opportunities in the characterization of unconventionally secreted proteins by secretome analysis.
Proteins are released from cells by different secretory pathways. The secretory pathway via the ER-Golgi route - realized by a signal sequence - is referred to as "classical secretion". In contrast, alternative secretory pathways were summarized as "unconventional protein secretion". Until now, unconventional protein secretion was lacking attention due to the absence of detailed mechanistic insight and limited experimental access. However, there is a growing number of experimental data showing that a large proportion of secreted proteins is released by these alternative routes. Secretomics - the analysis of all secreted proteins of a cell population - offers the opportunity to gain more functional insight into unconventional protein secretion. Several pitfalls in secretome analysis starting with the analyzed cell model and sample preparation to data analysis have to be considered for detailed characterization of the secretome. Here, we highlight the investigation of secretomes by quantitative LC-MS/MS analysis and discuss pitfalls and opportunities in the characterization of unconventionally secreted proteins by secretome analysis.